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To SPA or not to SPA
• Recruited to address trend of EPP’s moving away from
SPA reviews
• First meeting April 30, 2020 and continued to meet every
Thursday through summer
– Discussed current program review process and role of
SPA’s along with state reviews
– Next meeting laid out a framework for a new state program
review process
– Invited current consultants to provide insight
– Changed name to Ed Prep Program Review Redesign
(EPPRR) committee
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Ohio University
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Kent State University
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Shawnee State University
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Miami OH University

Tom McGee
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Krista Maxson

ODHE

Sara Molski
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EPPRR committee
• Met every Wednesday fall 2020, continuing this spring
• Design considerations
– Develop calendar for EPP’s to submit all programs at the
same time corresponding to 2 years prior to CAEP site
visit.
– Crosswalk development for each program to demonstrate
curriculum and assessments align to national standards
– Common elements report
• reviewed by Chancellor’s Council for Educator
Preparation Programs (CCEPP)
– Program report reviewed by faculty panels
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EPPRR committee
• Other elements we are working on
– Incorporation of 2-year program review and community
college representation
– Video conference option with faculty panels and program
personnel if there are questions as opposed to back and
forth through ODHE
– Working to develop manual and forms for submission and
review
– Provide transition time, allow for programs to be reviewed
until their scheduled state review
– Hope to implement fully fall 2022
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Forms being developed for submission
• EPP submission
– CCEPP report - common elements
– Program reports
• Initial licensure
• Advanced Programs
• Endorsements
• Alternative licensure
• 2-year programs
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Forms being developed for review
• Chancellor’s Council for Educator Preparation Programs
– form to review CCEPP or common elements report
– form for recommendation and/or approval letter to cover all
programs of EPP - what gets sent to ODHE

• faculty panels for programmatic review
– program review form to submit to CCEPP
• Different review form for different type of program
outlined in submission
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Plan for this academic year
• Hybrid model using current submission process and
forms. (No change for institutions)
• Review by faculty panels – using current feedback forms
– Current consultants signed up to serve in leadership role
– 76 plus faculty volunteered and are serving
– Faculty on panels have opportunity to provide input into
what works and what could be improved.
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Opportunity for Stakeholder feedback
• As the process is developed multiple entities are being
communicated with and asked for feedback:
– EPPRR
– SUED and OAPCTE
– Accreditation Coordinators
– Faculty Panel Chairs
• Faculty panels asked for feedback as they conduct
their reviews
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Question and
Answer time!
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